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Book Descriptions:

991 c4s manual

In addition to the engine changes, exterior facelifts have been added to make the front and rear
fascias more modern. The interior had its most noticeable difference in the steering wheel design,
making it seem more cutting edge while also maintaining ease of usage and creature comforts. This
C4s was built to the specifications of its previous owner who tastefully added, bose premium sound
system, red gauges, sport chrono package with matching red face, and red seatbelts, in an extended
leather graphite blue interior to match the graphite blue exterior and red top. The 991 was an
entirely new platform, only the third since the original 911 launched in 1963 the 996 of 1999 was
the second new platform.PDK is available as an option for all 911 Carrera models as a 7speed
transmission, featuring manual and automatic modes. Gears 1 to 6 have a sports ratio and top speed
is reached in 6th gear. 7th gear has a long ratio and helps to reduce fuel consumption by keeping
engine revs low. The PDK is essentially two gearboxes merged into a single unit and thus requires
two clutches. For all 991 models, the PDK is produced by ZF Friedrichshafen.The Carrera S has a
3.8 litre engine generating a maximum power output of 400 PS 294 kW; 395 hp at 7,400 rpm and
440 Nm 325 lbft of torque at 5,600 rpm.Base options included with purchase power output of 430 PS
316 kW; 424 hp, Sport Chrono Package, Sport Exhaust System, Dynamic Engine Mounts, 10 mm
lowered suspension, Porsche Torque Vectoring PTV system, LED daytime running lights with
Porsche Dynamic Lighting System PDLS, Sport Design Front Spoiler, Sport Design Side Mirrors,
GTS badging, and 20inch centerlock wheels.These new derivatives come equipped with an allnew
roof technology with the original targa design, now with an electronically operated soft top along
with the original Bpillar and the glass dome at the rear.The system is claimed to provide higher
lateral dynamics than previously available by the
manufacturer.http://amon-syotengai.com/userfiles/canon-pixma-ip1600-manual-free.xml

porsche 991 c4s manual, c4s manual 991, 991 c4s manual, 991 c4s manual pdf, 991
c4s manual 2017, 991 c4s manual download, 991 c4s manual 2016.

Car speed inputs determine whether the rear wheels steer in the same or opposite direction of the
front wheels. It is the first GT3 model to be offered with an automatic transmission.The roof is made
from magnesium. The interior includes full bucket seats based on the carbon seats of the 918
Spyder, carbonfibre inserts, lightweight door handles and the Club Sport Package as standard a
boltedon roll cage behind the front seats, preparation for a battery master switch, and a sixpoint
safety harness for the driver and fire extinguisher with mounting bracket.As with the 991 GT3, there
is rearaxle steering and Porsche Torque Vectoring Plus system with fully variable rear axle
differential lock.Both of the versions have allwheel drive. The Turbo comes as standard with
Porsche’s PDK dual clutch transmission and is the first Turbo model to not feature a manual
transmission, the Turbo S comes exclusively with the PDK transmission.The updated Porsche 911 at
Porsche internally referred to as 991.2 or 991 II introduced new styling including updated front and
rear bumpers, new dual exhaust pipes along with new head and tail lights and options, along with all
new, 3.0litre twinturbocharged flatsix engines across the range. Marking the first time the base 911
models had turbocharged engines. The Targa 4S includes an upgraded 3.0litre twinturbocharged
flat6 engine generating a maximum power output of 420 PS 309 kW; 414 hp and 499 Nm 368 lbft of
torque.It is powered by a 3.8 L twinturbocharged flat6 engine generating a maximum power of 700
PS 515 kW; 690 hp at 7,000 rpm and 750 Nm 553 lbft of torque, giving the car a power to weight
ratio of 2.1 kg 4.63 lb per horsepower and making it the most powerful 911 ever built.With the
changes and additions the car weighs in at a total of 1,380 kg 3,042 lb.Power is sent to the rear
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wheels via a 7speed dual clutch transmission with dual mass
flywheel.http://shopcode.ru/uploads/canon-pixma-ip1000-service-manual.xml

The car retains ABS and Porsche Electronic Stability Management System including a full defeat
mode. Unlike most racing cars air conditioning is standardequipment.Utilising the chassis of the GT3
and the body shell of the Carrera 4 Cabriolet, the Speedster sports a 4.0litre naturally aspirated
flatsix engine with a maximum power output of 500 PS 368 kW; 493 hp and a redline of 9,000 rpm
coupled with a 6speed manual transmission, which is claimed to be 4 kg 9 lb lighter than the 7speed
manual transmission found on the standard 991 models, and a titanium exhaust system. Other
highlights include a leather interior with perforated seats, red tinted daytime running lights, carbon
fibre fenders, engine cover and hood and stone guards.Production of the 991 generation ended on
December 20, 2019 and the final 991 model was a 991 Speedster.By using this site, you agree to the
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Anyone believes that F12 is slower than 911 S Click here to show it
anyway. Its rather not so much competition between cars, like between racers, cause at the medium
track you may make a mistake once, or twice, but not much times and that doesnt influence so much
as on long tracks. But exactly on long tracks you may make mistakes on corners much more, and at
last you may get tired, and that may make your time worse.If there was a driver just Programmed to
drive in the best way, the laptime Would be guaranteed to be under 710, if even not less. At least I
guess so. And thats for all cars! I guess AWD version would be Slightly slower than RWD on the dry
track, but on the wet, or snowy track Carrera 4S would be quite much faster! Yes therell be those
who say that. Click here to read our coverage. The A.V. Club Deadspin Gizmodo Jalopnik Jezebel
Kotaku Lifehacker The Root The Takeout The Onion The Inventory Drive Free or Die. Shop
Subscribe Latest News Jalopnik Reviews The Morning Shift Nice Price Car Buying Video The
Inventory Drive Free or Die.

Read on They Did It Read on Watch An Escaped Wheel Ring Someones Doorbell At About 40 MPH
Read on The Hyundai Palisade Literally Stinks Owners Subscribe To Our Newsletter Beep beep, its
newsletter time. Drop your email here and get our stories in your inbox. Prev Next View All Porsche
has now made the 911 for 50 years. Think about that. The 911 has seen 10 US presidents, the Civil
Rights movement, the Vietnam War, and the fall of Must See TV. Its been around the block. And
somehow it just keeps getting better. Advertisement Full Disclosure Porsche wanted me to drive the
911 Carrera 4S so bad that they brought it by and encouraged me to drive it. I gave every single
person Ive ever known a ride. Yes, that means I drove you around also, dear reader. You just dont
remember it. When a new Porsche 911 debuts, there is always one guarantee There are going to be
about 600 variants. At the start, you get rearwheel drive. Then youll get allwheel drive. The allwheel
drive 911 has always been something of a conundrum. Advertisement Ghost Peppers, State
Troopers, And Angry Rednecks A Porsche 911 Odyssey The typical press car loan is a week. All that
weight over the drive wheels means that it has a hard time getting stuck. It could also detract from
the 911ness of the 911 experience. By all accounts, the 911 does not need to be allwheel drive. In
really slick conditions, like snow, then yes, the AWD and a set of snow tires will be a big help. For
the 991 generation 911, allwheel drive is back. Like the past, its full time and variable, with a
continually changing torque split. Other than the addition of allwheel drive, the 911 I got to drive
had a surprise up its sleeve Porsches sevenspeed manual transmission. Every Porsche Ive driven in
the past year has either had PDK or, in the case of the Cayenne, a traditional automatic.
Advertisement PDK is great, but does that mean Porsche forgot how to make a manual gearbox.
They have not. This car rocks.
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Exterior 9 Advertisement When I drove the 911 Carrera S Cabrio last year, I said I liked the styling.
But I didnt think that it felt special. I also feel there is something a touch awkward about the cabs.
When the top is down, the cars have a weird hump over the engine that I just dont dig. The C4S
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rectifies those little niggles about the C2S, and then some. 2012 Porsche 911 Carrera S Cabriolet
The Jalopnik Review Iconic is a tired word. In the past, it was reserved as a word of reverence for
ground breakers and Read more Advertisement It has wider haunches and larger air intakes in the
front. There is also a thin LED light bar across the back to connect the lights. These are small
differences, but its the difference between Bar Rafaeli not wearing makeup and Bar Rafaeli wearing
just a little bit of makeup. Both of them are incredibly hot, but the C4S has a few small tweaks that
appear insignificant and work to really bring the whole thing together. Next to a 997, the 991 C4S is
lower and wider. A lot wider. I think that does a lot to make it look truly fantastic. Advertisement I
tend to think 911s are common. So common that I dont give many of them a second look anymore.
But people couldnt stop staring at this C4S, and neither could I. The proportions are just right. It
looks ridiculously good. Damn. Its hotness. Interior 8 Advertisement The last 911 I drove had the
same interior, but it was this really boring shade of grey. This C4S was resplendent in natural red
leather, which really made everything pop. I wouldnt buy the 18 way seats for my own car, because
Id want to save weight and money, more on that later, but I did find them quite comfortable.
Advertisement Other than that, its standard Porsche in here. That means there are a lot of buttons,
great feeling leather everywhere, and cupholders that are beautifully overengineered and totally
useless. Acceleration 8 Advertisement The 3.8 liter flat six under the hood is the same as the C2S.
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That means you have 400 horsepower and 325 poundfeet of torque. This time, the power is routed
through a sevenspeed manual gearbox to all four wheels. As you set off, almost all of the power is
directed to the rear wheels, with a nominal amount to the front. As you accelerate, power is actively
transferred to the front, making wheel spin nearly nonexistent. It wont bog down off the line if you
give it the business, and power is linear. Its really damn fast. But Im not shocked by the speed. For
some reason, it doesnt feel as quick as it is. I see the revs rise, I see the speed shoot to heights that
would barely even be legal in Germany, yet I dont feel like I got there that quickly. Advertisement I
did get there quickly, but theres just something I cant put my finger on. It might be how stable and
well built the car is. There is basically zero drama while youre accelerating, which masks just how
fast this car is. Braking 9 Advertisement Porsche offers its carbon ceramic brakes as an option. Steel
brakes are all you need for the road. I love the steel brakes on this car. They grab hard, and
repeated hard stops show no signs of fade. I like the progressive feel of the pedal. It could probably
stand to bite a little harder initially, but thats being pedantic. Advertisement Ride 9 Advertisement
Hot damn, this car is so well sorted its ridiculous. Ride quality is some of the finest youll experience
of any car. Im going to say something shocking Porsche just knows what theyre doing. The C4S is
solid. Without playing with the adjustable damping at all, the 911 is pretty much spoton. The ride is
stiff, but not harsh. Compliant, but not soft. Its the perfect mix. Advertisement Put it in Sport or
Sport Plus, and it gets stiffer and less compliant. But you only use that setting for really aggressive
driving or if you just like having a suspension be too stiff for no reason. It gets harsher and less
compliant.

http://cool-grey.com/images/brother-sewing-machines-repair-manual.pdf

Its not uncomfortable, but I do prefer it without the dampers stiffened up. But this isnt a car thats
turned from the front. That sounds strange, so let me explain. With all of the weight out over the
back, you tend to feel the steering more with your ass. Everything feels like it pivots off the rear, like
the rear is glued and its guiding the front. Its interesting to get used to. And once you do, its fast. I
did find that the allwheel drive setup neutered the feel of the front end a bit. I didnt drive super hard
on public roads, but you could also make this one push more than the C2, which was a bit more tail
happy. Advertisement This is my second time in a 911 with electrically assisted steering, and this
time I did feel like a hydraulic setup would be beneficial. Its not totally numb, but theres a certain bit
of magic missing, a little wobble at speed, some character, something. Thats not to say the steering
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is bad. Youd have to be insane to say that. Its direct, nicely weighted, and you can feel what the road
is doing. Gearbox 7 Advertisement This is the first time I ever got a test car, saw it was a manual,
and was a little disappointed. I love PDK, and theres a damn good reason why Porsche is making it
the only gearbox you can get in the 911 GT3 and Turbo Its better than the manual. Porsches new
seven speed manual matches quite nicely with the new 911. Clutch takeup is smooth and
progressive. I think it feels great. Shifts are direct with medium length throws. They are notchy
throws with a tight little snick snick into each gear. Thats what I tend to like. On its own, its a
fantastic modern manual gearbox. I enjoyed it a lot. Advertisement But I did have three issues. First,
and this is just a personal thing, seven gears are too many gears for a manual. Getting off the
highway and doing about 25 downshifts give or take eight, is hard to get used to and I think its
overkill.

There are seven for efficiency, and we should be thankful that theyre still offering a three pedal
setup at all. If we have to get seven gears to get a manual, so be it. Its not my choice, but its also not
the end of the world. Here are the real problems. The problems that make PDK the far better choice.
The clutch is great on flat ground. But the car also has a hill hold function. For an experienced
manual driver, a hill start involves taking your foot off the brake as you seamlessly release the
clutch, feel it engage, and then get totally off the brakes and onto the gas. With the hill hold,
somehow the clutch feel disappears, actually making hill starts harder. I had to forget what Id
learned over years of driving stick in order to launch correctly on a hill. Hill assist is just awful. If
you buy a Porsche with a manual and cant launch it without assistance on a hill, you shouldnt have
bought a manual Porsche. End of story. Advertisement And for the final annoyance In Sport Plus, the
C4S will rev match on downshifts for you. So if youre on a track or the road and put the car in Sport
Plus, you dont need to rev match or heel toe. I think its really cool, but it inherently works against
the romance of the manual transmission. The reason why people buy a car with a manual is that they
dont want that computer interaction. When I drive a car with a manual I want to do everything on
my own. I dont want help. Its basically Porsche trying to make the manual into a PDK. If you offer a
manual, dont get involved in my shifting. Let me do it on my own. Im a big boy! Audio 9
Advertisement Glorious. Open up the sport exhaust and your world will be filled with mellifluous
sounds that you thought only existed in the London Philharmonic. A warbling bass note that is then
accompanied by a tenor and some small appearances by an alto at higher revs. Its gorgeous to
behold. The Burmester stereo, another pricey option, just adds to the lovely notes.

If you like Bonnie Tylers Total Eclipse of the Heart, youll love this stereo. Every note is crystal clear.
Not that I listened to that song in the 911. I heard this. Second hand. From someone else.
Advertisement Toys 8 Advertisement It has all the toys youd expect. Its a well equipped piece of kit.
Value 5 Advertisement And now we come to value. Heres the rub. Nobody buys a base Porsche. As
far as I know, there is no such thing. This wasnt a base C4S. That means this car has a WRX STI in
options on board. Everything is extra. The seats. The paint. The wheels. The rear wiper. The glass
roof. Its tough to justify for many, especially with the superb new Cayman right below it.
Advertisement Heres how you do When you buy a 911, you not only buy a Porsche, but you buy the
Porsche. This is the car that Porsche has been engineering since 1963. The car theyve constantly
tweaked and improved. Youre buying 50 years of heritage, 50 years of race wins, 50 years of
development, 50 years of defying physics, 50 years of rearengined excellence. See all replies. Please
upgrade your browser to improve your experience. Yet, at first glance, the new Porsche does not
appear dramatically different from its predecessor in the way the 996 was from the 993, and neither
is it the urgent and much delayed updating of the previous model that the 964 represented. It
sounds radical, but is far more subtle in the flesh. The first and unexpected impression, though, is
how Porsche has changed the roofline. The 991’s is lower, and the windscreen is more heavily raked,
seeming even to shorten the bonnet. How different it all is almost 20 years later. The 991’s headlight
glass is a more raised oval and wraps itself around the wing. Time will tell whether people get used



to it or if the 991 Gen2 will feature a redesign, but even from the side the eye picks up the headlamp
first, and not the most fundamental change, the 100mm longer wheelbase.

Simple details like mounting the side mirrors on the doors rather than the window frame is a
pleasing acknowledgement of a traditional Porsche style last seen on the 993, but they now fold in
automatically. These seats are firm yet particularly supportive, with the only criticism being that
they might be a little tight for those with larger figures. The dashboard largely retains the successful
997 layout, the main change being the conversion of the warning light fourth dial to a more useful
information screen which replicates the display. The central info screen itself is also usefully bigger
on the 991. The handbrake lever has also disappeared, replaced by an electric parking brake. This is
lowered on the 991 we tried, which had optional 20inch Carrera Classic rims, and on 19inch wheels
tyre noise is less intrusive still. To this, we could add that with three quarters of Porsche production
now comprising Cayenne and Panamera, it is no doubt more cost effective to endow the 911 with the
same fittings and trim. The 991 carries over only the 9A1 engine and the PDK transmission from its
predecessor, while the rest of the car is allnew. It won’t hazard an estimate for the 991, but Porsche
North America is talking in terms of a 5050 split. Effectively, the underpinnings of the 997 were
those of the 996, a design that managed an impressive thirteenyear lifespan. New in 1997, the
structure of the 996 was modified several times. The advent of the 997 meant bigger wheels, which
required more space, and the chassis itself has periodically had to be reinforced in places to meet
evolving safety norms requiring impact absorption from more angles. It is a chassis renovation every
bit as thorough as that of the 964, which had to accommodate MacPherson struts at the front, not to
mention drive to the front axle and a complete revamp of the passage of air beneath the car to
improve stability.

As it stands, the revised front and rear running gear combined with the larger dimensions make the
991 a different handling Porsche than the 997, particularly in terms of stability. While it does feel
like a larger car, it loses nothing in terms of the 997’s outstanding cornering agility, and deals with
imperfections better, endowing a more refined yet no less rapid ride. Its accuracy, on the other
hand, is faultless. Gone is the 997’s tendency to understeer its way into the bend the combination of
the 991’s longer chassis, which places the engine slightly nearer the centre of the car and wider
front track, contributes an altogether sharper turn in and more balanced cornering with a hint of
oversteer. Gone is the feeling on dry surfaces at least that either end is nearing breakaway, and
what seems like ridiculously high cornering speeds can be easily sustained. For the new Carrera
they are essentially unchanged, carrying over the 997’s 330mm discs and four pot calipers front, but
with enhanced cooling from new ducts. This is a squaring of the circle that Porsche has become past
master at. Weight is the enemy of performance and fuel consumption, and during planning for the
991 an allaluminium mockup was built, which turned out to be heavier. An energy recovery system
now operates through the alternator, collecting kinetic energy without the GT3 Hybrid’s enormous
flywheel from deceleration, which is fed into the battery. A further intelligent saving is the managed
cooling system. The newer car, as mentioned earlier, dispenses with much of the 997’s tyre noise.
For this, you get an entirely reengineered Porsche with a better quality cabin and higher dynamic
capabilities than its predecessor. The combination of performance and economy makes this base 3.4
Carrera the model we would happily opt for. We feel some, notably the Sports steering wheel, are
worth having.

These options do, however, help protect the 911’s resale value at secondhand, as it is always the
least equipped cars that suffer the worst depreciation. Quite amazing. Visit our corporate site.
England and Wales company registration number 2008885. Its explosive performance, searing
soundtrack and exceptional usability are what really stand out against its stablemates. If you’re in
the market for a new Porsche 911, one thing you won’t be short on is choice. In total there are 16
models to select from; some are coupes, others convertibles, while a handful come with fourwheel



drive. But what we have here, the 911 Carrera 4S, makes a case for itself as being the pick of the
bunch. It costs from 90,843, which in terms of price puts it in the lower to middle tier. As with every
standard 911, it now comes with a 3.0litre twinturbo flatsix which, in this S guise, produces 414bhp
and 500Nm of torque. It’s a dramatic change from the old 3.8litre naturally aspirated engine, but
any concerns quickly dissipate after the briefest of encounters. 13 It fires up with the same bassy
idle as before, but plant your foot, and the revs and volume rise with real ferocity. There’s a faint
trace of hesitation from the engine below 2,000rpm, yet beyond that it pulls with real force all the
way up to 7,500rpm. There’s no getting away from the fact that the motor has lost the ferocious
topend crescendo, but ultimately the extra shove lower down in the rev range, along with the extra
flexibility it brings, only strengthens the car’s appeal. Its short, weighty throw has to make it one of
the slickest out there, and while the impressive PDK automatic box is a 2,388 option, it’s definitely
worth putting that extra cash towards the optional sports exhaust system instead. The harder you
push the 911, the better it gets.

It’s such a finely balanced car already, and the addition of fourwheel drive not only delivers
unflappable traction but also allows you to really deploy all of the performance whatever the
conditions; 062mph in 4.2 seconds feels entirely achievable. 13 It’s backed up by steering that has a
lovely, oily precision, letting you place the 911 just where you want it on the road. It’s supple and
forgiving enough, yet body control is virtually faultless. There’s a tangible depth of engineering in
the 911 that you simply don’t get in other sports cars. 13 One thing that made the previous 911 a
pain to live with daytoday was its clunky and dated infotainment system. Thankfully, the new version
is slicker, brighter and much more intuitive. It now comes with Apple CarPlay, which projects all of
your iPhone’s functions on to the central display. The Porsche remains remarkably practical for a
414bhp sports car. All rights reserved. Follow us on Facebook Follow us on Twitter Follow us on
YouTube Follow us on Instagram. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. A
different one, yes, but traditionally a slower one. That’s no longer the case. In this 420hp Sport
Chrono equipped manual Carrera 4 S coupe that means 4.2 seconds. Choose PDK and Sport Chrono
Plus and you’ll have a C4S that’ll beat a 997 Turbo to that benchmark 62mph. Fast, then, and
enough to have you asking why you’d need anything else. For all the investment in the new facility
there are some obvious drainage issues, leaving some parts of the track resembling rivers. Perfect
Carrera 4 conditions, then. It’s borrowed from its Turbo relation, the Porsche Traction Management
fourwheel drive is quicker reacting, and can deliver more torque than previously to the front axle.
What is obvious is that the revisions the gen II changes brought to the standard Carrera are equally
as impressive in the Carrera 4S. There’s been some criticism about Porsche’s adoption of
turbocharging, but the 3.

0litre twinturbo flatsix is a sensational, both in its performance, and its aural appeal. Subtly different
than its naturallyaspirated predecessors, of course, but not in a bad way. The improved manual
gearshift also means PDK is no longer a default option when specifying your 991. A Carrera 4
without some of the compromises then, but with all the advantages, it’s enough to have the purists
consider one over the standard rearwheel drive Carreras, and that includes me. Has our first drive
convinced you to get one on your driveway. Join the debate in the comments below or head to our
Facebook and Twitter pages now. Visit our corporate site. England and Wales company registration
number 2008885. Sport chrono package. BOSE surround sound system. Carrera T interior package
in Racing. It comes with many special features such as the classic Sports Chrono Package Including
Mode Swithc, which unleashes this car to it. Finished in Basalt Black metallic with full Black leather
interior. Supplied new by Porsche Centre Guildford and a car we know well having supplied it to the
previo. Surround SoundSystemElectrically folding exterior mirrorsFully electric Sports seats 14way,
electric with memory pack. Surround SoundSystemCentre console trim CarbonCruise
controlElectrically folding exterior mirrorsGTS interior packageHeated multifunction steering
wheelISOFIX child seat mounting. Front and rear park assist. PDK transmission. Heated seats.



White sport chrono instrument dial. Darkened LED h. Spec Includes. Sport Chrono Package. Sport
Plus. Sports exhaust system. BOSE Surround SoundSystem ParkAssist front and rear. Telephone
module for. The GTS is widely regarded as the most driverfocused version of the 911 Targa and with
this. GVE London are delighted to present our gorgeously optioned Porsche 911 991.2 Carrera 4
GTS. In the gorgeous carmine red, this Carrera 4 GTS features all the mos. Upgrades BOSE
Surround Sound System, Park Assist Front.

We dont often see the on a C4S let alone ones outfitted with a manual 7speed transmission 991 in
these waters. With some HREs, a Tubi and TechArt parts in the goodiebag we think this one turns
out a real stunner. In she comes What a neat interior. The red stitching catches the eye but the
manual shifter grabs the heart Time to tackle the exhaust first. The stock threepiece system is
removed On goes the full Tubi exhaust instead A set of TechArt exhaust tips is also on the cards Now
about those rather unattractive stock wheels They really need to go Thats more like it.Please read
our important notice and disclaimer. Engineered to uncompromising standards, the 991 generation
features an increased wheelbase and optimized weight distribution for improved handling over its
predecessors. Purchased by its current owner two years ago, this 4S showcases some desirable
factory options, a 7speed manual transmission and a clean bill of health. Now showing 30k miles on
the odometer, this C4S is being offered for auction by its seller out of Texas. All paint is reported to
be factory original with a clean Carfax report. This 991 rides on 20” Carrera S wheels that are
wrapped in Pirelli tires. Showing to be in pristine original condition, this Carrera 4S is ready to be
enjoyed by a new owner. Configured with practicality in mind, this C4S makes the perfect sports car
for daily or weekend driving. The seller has noted the interior to be in exemplary condition with all
gauges, electrical components and accessories fully functional.The equipped Sport Exhaust System
allows an enhanced exhaust note with the press of a button while Sport Chrono gives the driver the
ability to adapt performance characteristics while underway. This 4S remains entirely unmodified
and comes with detailed service records covering the past two years as well as a Porsche warranty
valid through October 2020.
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